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TECHNICAL COMMITTEE ON 

Confined Space Safe Work Practices 
MINUTES-First Draft Meeting 

Quincy, MA 
April 7-10, 2014   

Attendees: 

Don English  AL 

Rick Argudin Capital Safety TX 

Edward Boring Hilton Head Island Fire Rescue SC 

Christopher Buehler* Exponent, Inc. TX 

Aaron Duff Bristol-Myers Squibb Company NJ 

Adam Goodman* S-E-A Limited MD 

Adam Jones Buechel Fire Protection District KY 

Alfred Keiss Med-Tex Services, Inc. PA 

Richard Kraus API/Petroleum Safety Consultants VA 

Edmund Lydon Northeast Hospital Corporation MA 

Glenn Mate Guilford Fire Department, EMT-Local 4177 CT 

Glenn McGinley* Ohio Public Employment Risk Reduction OH 

Jim Norris Bunge North America MO 

Dennis O'Connell Roco Rescue Inc. NY 

Michael Palmer EnSafe Inc. TN 

Mark Ronecker Sprinkler Fitters 268 JATC MO 

Bob Rusczek Certified Safety and Health MA 

Andrew Saunders* Honeywell Inc. FL 

Bob Vigdor Tyco/Scott Safety NC 

David Wagner Industrial Scientific Corporation PA 

Laura Weems Ctr for Toxicology and Environmental Health AR 

William Weems Safe State Program AL 

Richard Wright* Wright Rescue Solutions, Inc. FL 

Leonard Young Massachusetts Water Resources Authority MA 

John Zimlich Louisville Gas & Electric KY 

Nancy Pearce NFPA Staff Liaison MA 

   

Guests   

   

Terry Krug ASSE Z117.1 Committee Chair, ExOSHA Ill 

Timothy Healey ASSE Z 117.1,  Hartford Steam Boiler CT 

   

NFPA Staff Guests   

Guy Colonna    

Nancy Wirtes   

Joanne Goyette   

Eric Nette   

Lisa Yarussi   
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1.  The meeting was called to order at 8:00 AM.  Don English, Chair, welcomed the committee and explained how the 
meeting would be conducted over the next several days.   Chapter task group chairs were asked to present a review of 
public inputs for the chapter with recommendations as to which suggested changes should be accepted and which should 
not.  Don asked task group chairs to point out which public inputs were substantive and which were editorial in nature so 
that the Committee could focus on the review of substantive changes.  He explained that the Committee would then be 
asked to vote on accepting the recommended changes for the chapter as a whole unless there was a controversial issue 
that required further discussion.  Once all the chapter changes were accepted, the Committee would use the new chapter 
revisions as a basis for any additional changes to be made for the remainder of the meeting.       
 
2. Committee members and attendees introduced themselves and their affiliation. Chris Dubay, VP of Codes and 
Standards welcomed the group and congratulated the Committee for getting the preliminary draft completed.  Guests 
joining the meeting over the four days included many Quincy NFPA staff, Terry Krug, Chair of ASSE Z 117.1 (Day Two) 
and Timothy Healey, ASSE Z117.1 committee member (Day 4).     
 
3.   Meeting Minutes from Feb 11th, 2014 adobe connect/conference call were approved. 
 
4.   Nancy Pearce, NFPA Staff, reviewed the First Draft revision process and timeline with the Committee.  Nancy also 
provided a PowerPoint summary of the requirements of the NFPA Manual of Style.  
 
5.  Before moving ahead with additional revision of the preliminary draft, Adam Jones, Committee Secretary, reviewed the 
basic document tenets with the committee and outstanding issues still to be decided by the committee for consistency 
throughout the document.    
 
Basic tenets already agreed upon included: 

 

 Document will use the term confined space rather than permit required confined space 

 Document should cover all confined spaces and all hazards independent of industry 

 Document should be able to be used in other countries  

 Document should not conflict with OSHA Permit Required Confined Space Standard or other existing, well 
recognized standards such as ASSE Z117.1 

 Document should in no cases be less stringent than OSHA 1910.146 so that NFPA 350 can be used to 
supplement OSHA’s requirements. Stricter recommendations are OK.   

 All confined spaces should be “evaluated” prior to entry 
 
Still to be decided were issues such as: 
 

 What should the initial evaluation format look like?  Permit, other 

 Should air monitoring be required for all spaces? 

 What is the role of owner/operator, contractor vs. employer?  Terminology needs to be consistent. 

 Who issues the permit? Permit issuer versus Entry supervisor 

 What terminology should be used throughout document?  Gas versus Atmospheric monitoring 

 What are acceptable atmospheric conditions for entry? 
 
After significant discussion it was decided that the initial evaluation for all confined spaces would be called a pre-
evaluation form and that a permit would be required if any of the pre-evaluation answers indicated that a hazard or 
potential hazard existed. This pre-evaluation document would be part of the form used for the permit. It was also decided 
that air monitoring would be the default for pre-entry evaluation. However, verbiage would be added to explain that in 
cases where it is clear that a hazardous atmosphere would never exist (for example a ventilation duct which had been 
running that was shut off right before entry) there is an option for entering without pre atmospheric monitoring.   It was 
decided that the term owner/operator would be used and defined for consistency throughout the document. The term 
entrant employer was also added and defined.  It was also ultimately decided that the term permit issuer would be 
eliminated from the document and that all pre-entry evaluations and permits would be signed by the entry supervisor.   It 
was also decided that a “gas tester” would use a “gas monitor” to perform “atmospheric monitoring”.  The committee also 
decided that atmospheric conditions that were acceptable for entry would be O2 (19.5-22%), LEL (10%) and Toxics (half 
the acceptable exposure limit). The upper level oxygen limit of 22% will be used since there is nothing in nature that would 
cause oxygen levels to increase therefore the 22% is a trigger that should be used to determine the source oxygen. There 
was some discussion about the use of OSHA’s 23.5% which reportedly was based on allowable Grade D breathing air 
oxygen upper limits.   It was noted that marine chemists have used 22% upper limit for many years.    
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6.   Task group reports/Chapter review and review of Public Inputs.   Task group chairs provided verbal or PowerPoint 

Presentations on the public inputs that were reviewed and which were recommended for incorporation into the next    
chapter draft. Recommended substantive changes were discussed and the full committee voted on the new chapter 
drafts.    

 
 
 
7.   Terry Krug, ASSE Z117.1 Chair addressed the committee on Day 2.   He indicated that he understood that this was a 
“best practices” guide and not a standard and would like to see this document become a “How To” document to assist in 
compliance with various standards including OSHA 1910.146 and ASSE Z117.1.   He indicated that he did not see any 
duplication or conflict with the ASSE document.  Terry provided a number of comments and suggestions to the committee. 
These included: 

 Should refine what the trigger is for a permit-What is a serious hazard? 

 Refine and expand on inerting and requirements related to entry 

 Add notes about bump testing to clarify that humidity (including breathing into the sensor) can lead to 
interferences) 

 Clarify that SCBA is required for entry monitoring for unknown atmospheres 

 Recommend that any oxygen level less than 20.9% be investigated. 

 Recommend explanatory material for oxygen limits. 
 
Terry also provided notes from his review of the preliminary draft document for the chapter task groups to review.   Terry 
stayed for the full day meeting and participated in committee discussions.   
 
 
 
8. Nicole Gorman of Encon, a Canadian Wind Turbine company called in to the meeting to discuss the possibility of 
incorporating annex material on confined spaces in wind turbines into the document.   Nicole presented the unique 
challenges dealing with wind turbine confined spaces and provided a draft outline of the issues for possible incorporation 
into the document.  After lengthy discussion, the committee decided not to add annex material specific for any single 
industry at this time. The committee indicated that the intent of the document was to address the hazards of all confined 
spaces and hazards generically so that the document can apply to wind turbines as well as other more unique spaces.   
Nicole and the wind turbine industry will be asked to make comments to specific sections of the document at second draft 
if there are requirements that need to be clarified for their particular type of entry.   
 
 
9.  Casey Grant from the Research Foundation addressed the group on Day 3.   Casey presented a fatality case he had 
been involved with a number of years ago where he believed that a confined space was involved.  He also explained what 
the Research Foundation Code Fund could do to possibly assist the committee in their work as the document continues to 
develop.  
 
 
10.  Tim Healey, ASSE committee member, addressed the committee on Day 4.  He indicated that he reviewed the 
modified chapter drafts that were emailed out so far and is pleased with the direction the committee is taking with the 
document being a guide and not a standard.   Tim submitted several PIs that were reviewed and incorporated into the 
revised document.  Tim stayed for the full day meeting and participated in committee discussions.   
 
 
 
 
11.  Nancy explained that the next meeting (second draft) would have to be scheduled after the comment closing date of 
November 14, 2014 of but before May 1, 2015.   The committee generally agreed that the February March timeframe 
would work best for the meeting.  Several options for meeting locations were discussed including Jacksonville, Fort 
Lauderdale, Dallas, New Orleans and San Antonio. A poll will be sent to the full committee on dates and locations later in 
the year.   

 
12.  Meeting was adjourned at 3:45 PM on April 10, 2015.        


